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Goals of this talk

1. to historically and disciplinarily contextualize and characterize the emerging field 
of ‘grapholinguistics’

2. to present the descriptive and explanatory bases of a grapholinguistic theory

3. to identify desiderata and open questions for future research in the synchronic 
and (mostly) diachronic study of writing
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Contextualization
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Meletis/Dürscheid 2022

1. Introduction 
2. Language, speech, and writing (+ Anthropology)
3. Graphetics (+ Literacy acquisition)
4. Graphematics (+ Psycholinguistics/Cognitive 

Linguistics)
5. Orthography (+ Sociolinguistics)
6. Writing system typology (+ Diachronic 

Linguistics)

Schriftlinguistik: Areas of study

Dürscheid 52016 : Einführung in die Schriftlinguistik

1. Gesprochene und geschriebene Sprache
2. Schrifttypen und Schriftsysteme
3. Schriftgeschichte
4. Graphematik
5. Orthographie
6. Typographie
7. Schriftspracherwerb
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“label for efforts of gaining consistent 
descriptions and analyses of the written 
form of language and of developing them to 
a general theory of writing as a constitutive 
part of a general theory of language” 
Glück 2016: 596, my translation 

SO FAR

Schriftlinguistik: A possible definition

OPEN
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(already exactly the same in the first edn. of 1993: 533–534)



- field/topic is still marginalized

- no institutionalization (i.e., no chairs, no integration in curricula)

- very limited interdisciplinary exchange

- no consensus also within linguistics 
- this is highlighted by the many co-existing alternatives in English that label the study of writing: 

graphology, grammatology, graphonomy, graphem(at)ics, grapholinguistics, script(ur)ology, 
philography, writing systems research  Meletis in press 

- to a very limited degree reception of grapholinguistic works from other academic cultures 
(pressing example: lacking reception of German-language works in Angloamerican research)

- this makes possible work like Is a structural graphemics possible? Daniels 1991

- limited comparison of studies on specific writing systems → no descriptive 
categories/comparative concepts, i.e., no descriptive framework for description and 
comparison

Schriftlinguistik so far: Challenges
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- integration of different perspectives from diverse disciplines
- including – but not limited to – anthropology and cultural studies, 

psychology and cognitive science(s), sociolinguistics

- combination of synchronic and diachronic perspectives
- diachrony informs synchrony and vice versa

- establishment of a unified descriptive and explanatory 
framework – including methodology and concepts (e.g., 
allography) for all writing systems regardless of type

- publication of findings (at least additionally) in English to 
foster international visibility and exchange

cf. Meletis/Dürscheid 2022

Grapholinguistics: The goal
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Description
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Modular model of writing systems
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Meletis 2020: 21



graphetics

perceptual

productional

descriptive

- How do scribes/designers make use of 
resources of graphetic variation in order to 
constitute and convey a specific meaning in a 
given communicational situation?

- Are there universals in the manual production 
process (e.g., hand movements that occur in 
the production of all scripts)?

- How can typographic variation that exists 
among type families be adequately 
described?

- How can basic shapes be segmented? What 
are the minimal distinctive segments?

- How do the graphetic features of a text 
influence the constitution of meaning that 
occurs during the perception (i.e., reading) 
process?

- Which are the units that are most relevant 
during the reading process? 

Graphetics: Subfields
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elementary form
(segment of a basic shape)

graph
(concrete manifestation of basic shape)

basic shape
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Graphetics: Basic units

grapheme



Meletis 2020: 39
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Graphetics: Spatial division spatiality (and not visuality) as the 
constitutive feature of writing 



Graphetics: Material
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Graphematics: Language, speech, and writing
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1. distinguishes meaning (= distinctiveness criterion)

– minimal pairs of existing words of a language (not pseudo- or non-words): German 
<Farbe> ‘color’ vs. <Narbe> ‘scar’

2. relates to a linguistic unit / feature (= linguistic value criterion)

– German <denkt> vs. <deckt>, but |c| does not refer (at least in a native context) to a 
linguistic unit on its own, only in combinations; |c| is no grapheme, <ch> is (= complex 
grapheme)

3. is minimal (= minimality criterion)

– <ng> is no grapheme, since <n> and <g> are already graphemes themselves; in complex 
graphemes (such as <ch>, at least one component cannot be a grapheme itself

Graphematics: The ‘grapheme’
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Meletis 2019



Graphematics: The ‘grapheme’
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Graphematics: Allography
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Meletis 2020: 109



Graphematics: Allography
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Meletis/Dürscheid in press



“So, it’s about someone writing something that can 
be read by others, and about adhering to the 
specified conventions that most language 
communities have now agreed upon with varying 
degrees of bindingness.”

Karg 2015: 5, my translation
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Orthography



- external, (doubly) codified norm
- social bindingness
- (small) degree of variation 
- changeability

Nerius 2007: 34–40, 2020: 369–370

Orthography: Features
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“[…] the aspects most commonly codified 
by means of orthographic rules are 
grapheme-phoneme correspondence, 
word division, hyphenation, capitalization, 
and the spelling of loan words.”

Coulmas 1996: 379
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Orthography: Areas of regulation



phonographic
correspondences

word separation capitalization integration of
loanwords

Chinese – – – +

Japanese + – – +

Korean + + – +

Thai + – – +

Arabic + + – +

Hebrew + + – +
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Orthography: Areas of regulation
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Orthography: Criteria for a typology

- origin: natural development vs. artificial implementation
- regulation: (How) is an orthography regulated? By who?
- modification: Has the orthography been changed or reformed?

- codification: (How) are the conventions/rules codified?
- community involvement: Were/are the actual users of the orthography 

involved in its design?

- variability: How much possibility is there for (un)licensed variation?

- linguistic motivation: Are the rules/correct spellings linguistically 
motivated, i.e., do they conform to the graphematics of the system?



Explanation
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Prologue: Epistemological interest
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Context: taken from a review of an 
important collected volume on writing,
Daniels/Bright 1996

“‘More’ would constitute, or at least contribute to, a 
semiotic theory of writing systems: a theory that would 
explain, to put it pithily, why each such writing system is 
the way it is, instead of some other way, and why all 
such systems have in common what they have in 
common.”  Watt 1998: 118



‘the total linguistic fact’ following   Silverstein 1985

use/practice

system/structure

ideology

Explanation: The total (grapho)linguistic fact
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From evaluation
to explanation
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Meletis 2020: 183



processing fit
UNIVERSAL

suitability for physio-
logical and cognitive
processing

sociocultural fit
  SYSTEM-SPECIFIC

sociocultural, 
political, … suitability for

a given literate 
community

linguistic fit
TYPOLOGICAL

suitability as secondary semiotic 
systems related to language(s)

systematic fit
STRUCTURAL

quality as structural systems

Explanation: Multiple perspectives

Meletis 2020
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Semiotic
criteria: 
linguistic and 
processing
fits

Meletis 2020
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Sociocultural fit
- (non-)integration of foreign material, i.e., purism
- visual and/or functional cultural (un)specificity (e.g., Roman script as unspecific)

- not only how a system is structured but also who created it (social hierarchies, hegemonies, 
dominance and subordinance)

- technological affordances (e.g., Unicode encoding for scripts)
- pluricentricity vs. monocentricity
- qualitative and quantitative breadth of literacy practices
- attitudes towards standard language (and orthography) and authorities of linguistic policy
- amount of history, i.e., age of a writing system and literacy practices in a given culture
- biscriptality Bunčić 2016  and contact phenomena  Coulmas 2014
- types of orthographic regulation (community involvement, natural/artificial, codification, 

variability)
- status (alive, moribund, dead)



Conclusion
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A diachronic grapholinguistics: Questions

- What is the relation between glottography and semasiography in ancient writing 
systems? Is the narrow definition of writing adequate for them? How does this compare 
to multimodality in modern writing systems?

- Do the concepts of basic shape, grapheme, allography, orthography, etc. also hold for 
ancient writing systems? How can phenomena like determinatives be accounted for 
with the concepts of graphematics? 

- How can we adequately capture complex spatial and non-linear arrangements like in 
Aztec writing? 

- What is the nature of normativity in ‘pre-orthographic’ writing systems? How do users 
negotiate conventions?

- What are the most important interactions between the fits in the ‘evolution’ or 
development of writing systems? How much of this development is predictable?



Thank you for your attention!
Grazie per la vostra attenzione!
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